The mistress and the novice:
And the novice spoke to the mistress as she was sitting on her meditation mat in
contemplation of the beautiful surroundings of the abbey.
‘Mistress, what is my purpose in life? I have heard you speak so much about our being
purpose-driven to accomplish things in our life, yet when I try to grasp what it is that I myself
am meant to be doing, I am unable to gain any such concept of purpose in my mind.’
As the mistress pondered this conundrum, she inhaled a large breath of cool, fresh air and
then slowly exhaled. As she did she said, ‘My young novice, our purpose in life is as
individual as the fingerprints on our hands, but what it is for you I cannot tell you. However, I
can tell you that the knowing of your purpose in this life is not found in your mind, but rather
in your heart.’ She then added, ‘My son, I have a question for you. If you knew, right now,
that you were going to die tomorrow, what would you most regret that you had not
accomplished?’
‘Well, Mistress,’ said the novice, ‘I would certainly rue the fact that I had not learned how
to become a master like you. I would also very much regret not being reconciled with my
family for we have been in much acrimony these past years. Then, the fact that I have not
realised my dream of forming my own abbey, would also be a great regret for me.’
‘Well,’ said the mistress, ‘it sounds as if you have identified the essential ingredients to
your life purpose, it is now for you to make these things your reality.’
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The Grand Master and His Apprentice
‘Grand  Master,’  came  the  entreaty  from  his  young  apprentice,  ‘I  have  heard  you  speak  much  
of  ‘being  grateful’,  but  for  all  of  my  want  of  trying,  I  cannot  let  go  of  my  anger  towards  my  mother  
who treated me so badly for so many years. As you know, she was abusive and unstable and made my
youth  an  unpleasant  journey  of  much  unhappiness.”
‘My  son,  that  you  should  feel  the  intensity  of  these  emotions  is  a  natural  part  of  the  human  
condition. It is important not to berate yourself, nor consider yourself unworthy in any way for having
these feelings. Merely, acknowledge the presence of these powerful memories and emotions. Merely
observe them as you would a spectator at a game of sport - but  do  not  attach  to  them.’
Then  the  Grand  Master  said,  ‘Come  with  me,  I  want to  show  you  something.’  The  master  and  
the apprentice then walked a short distance to a wishing well in the centre of the village. As both the
master  and  the  apprentice  peered  into  the  well’s  depths,  the  master  said,  ‘What  do  those  coins  at  the  
bottom of the  well  represent?’
‘Master,  each  coin  represents  somebody’s  wish  for  something  better  in  their  lives.  They  are  
desiring that something be fixed or brought to them that will make life a little more pleasant for
themselves.’
‘This  is  quite  so,’  said  the  Master,  ‘but  why  do  you  believe,  that  by  casting  coins  into  a  pool  
of  water,  their  desires  will  be  made  manifest?’
‘I  guess  this  is  because  they  do  not  firmly  believe  in  the  grace  of  God.  They  feel  He  must  be  
cajoled with coin, so as to be provided with what they  need.’
‘This  is  so,  young  apprentice,  but  the  real  reason  is  that  they  do  not  give  thanks  for  the  many  
gifts  that  they  have  been  bestowed.’
‘But  master’,  interrupted  the  apprentice,  ‘many  of  these  people  have  little  in  the  way  of  
possessions. They are poor and impoverished, some are sick from maladies, or cast upon by evil doers
wishing  to  do  them  harm.’
‘Your  observations  are  quite  poignant,  young  apprentice.  Just  like  you,  many  of  these  people  
have traversed a lifetime of experiences that would be considered harsh, challenging and demanding,
but to view these experiences through the prism of hatred, malice or malcontent, suffices only to make
the  experiences  more  real.  It  is  like  feeding  a  wolf  that  threatens  to  devour  you.’
‘But  master,  what  do  I  need  to  do  to  rid  myself  of  these  unwanted  legacies?’
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‘Do’,  said  the  master,  ‘you  need  not  ‘do’  anything!  You  simply  need  to  ‘be’  …  be  grateful.’
‘But  master,  I  do  not  understand.’
‘My  son,  each  morning,  as  you  arise,  say  unto  yourself,  ‘today  I  will  be  grateful, peaceful and
loving’.  Repeat  this  same  mantra  each  time  an  unwanted  thought  about  a  past  experience  enters  your  
mind.  Do  this  for  as  long  as  your  mind  continues  to  try  to  tie  you  to  the  past.  This  ‘state  of  being’  will  
liberate you from the shackles of guilt and regret. It will set you free to realise your grand purpose
while you are in this body – a  purpose  that  will  help  you  realise  who  you  really  are.’
‘Master,’  said  the  young  apprentice,  ‘from  the  bottom  of  my  heart  - thank  you’.
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The Master and the Bull
As the master sat atop the mountain, he was contemplating how wonderful and beautiful the
world is when his thoughts were interrupted by the agonised cry of a bull in obvious distress.
The master raised himself from his meditations and went forth to investigate whence this
excruciating sound was coming. As he descended the pathway, he saw that a bull had become
stuck in a mire of mud and was unable to move. It had become so exhausted from its
struggles that it was now in a state of great anguish. Now, the master carried with him no
ropes or apparatus to help the bull out of the mire, so he merely walked into the mud and
whispered into the bull’s ear. Suddenly, the bull lifted up its legs, marched straight out of the
mire and pranced joyfully along the pathway back to its paddock.
A passer-by was watching this activity with much amazement and with mouth agape in
astonishment. He approached the master and asked him what he had said to enable the bull to
release itself from its predicament.
‘It was simple,’ stated the master, ‘I merely reminded the bull that if he didn’t stop his
fussing and focus his energies on lifting his legs out of the mire, the next door neighbour’s
bull would be servicing all his cows from then on.’
Then, as the master walked back to his mountaintop after helping the bull from its
dilemma, he noticed the gentle breeze that was caressing his face and he felt much at peace
with the universe. As he strolled, a bird came along and perched itself upon the master’s
shoulder. As he smiled at his unexpected passenger, the bird whispered a thank you in the
master’s ear. To which the master replied, ‘When I heard the bull’s cry I understood that I
had a choice. I could have stayed sitting in meditation enjoying myself or I could go and
render assistance if I was able.’
The bird then replied, ‘How did you know that you could help the bull from its
predicament?’
To which the master replied, ‘If I could not have helped the bull, I would not have heard
its lamenting.’
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The Rich Man’s Mansion:
Have you heard the story about the wealthy man who lived in a grand mansion with many
beautiful rooms? This man, rich by many standards of the day, had built for himself and his
family a mansion of the most sublime beauty. It contained many beautiful objets d’art and a
vast garden of flowers and plants from all over the nation. The man himself, by any
determination, was a good man. He donated to charity and was a founder of numerous
community benevolent funds that he had established to relieve the suffering of the poor.
Now, because there was much social unrest, crime and anti-social behaviour in his
neighbourhood, he decided to erect a large security fence around the perimeter of his
residence. This high-walled fence had barbed wire and security cameras placed in strategic
locations around it to ensure that no unwanted breaches occurred and that ruffians from the
village would be unable to enter. He even had an entry gate installed that was manned by
burly security guards who were under strict instructions to prohibit the entry of any uninvited
intruders or visitors.
The rich man and his family enjoyed the many comforts of the luxurious dwelling within
the walls of this confine. Through the advent of all his security apparatus, he managed to
retain a sense of peace by keeping out the undesirable element of the village’s inhabitants.
Yet it came to pass one day that a devastating earthquake struck his village, an earthquake so
severe, that it seemed as if the very foundations of the earth were in freefall. This terrible
quake did considerable damage, not only to the surrounding village, but also to the mansion
in particular.
Fortunately, neither the man nor members of his family were injured; yet after all the
tremors had passed, his once beautiful mansion lay in ruins. All of the magnificent
architecture was reduced to piles of rubble and was now but a memory. The house and all the
security walls and apparatus that had kept the place safe and secure, were now nothing more
than detritus. It was only in the period after the terrible tremors and fearful destruction that
the man realised many of the townsfolk had suffered a similar fate to his own. Many had lost
all their belongings; some had even lost loved-ones and family. It was a devastating
experience for everyone. A few days after the initial shock, the townsfolk became hungry and
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many of them became angry and aggrieved. They needed food and had no shelter to escape
the cold. Some of them even sought retribution from others in revenge for certain assumed
wrongs. Some looted and stole what valuables remained in the town. With the walls of the
mansion now clearly breached, it was but a simple process for the angry and distressed
townsfolk to pillage and raid what was left of the rich man’s mansion. He was powerless to
stop the onslaught on what was once his pride and joy. All of his objets d’art, the statues, the
furnishings and equipment were stolen or destroyed.
The pain that the rich man experienced on seeing his pride and joy lying in ruins was
heartrending. It was as if the very substance of his being had been wrenched from his heart; it
was as if he had lost a part of himself. But life had presented the rich man with a significant
challenge. It soon came to pass that he realised that there were now many choices laid out in
front of him. These had much to do with his future actions. Indeed, upon reflection, the rich
man began to see this calamitous event as very much a pivotal point in his life. From this
point onwards, the decisions that he made would shape all of the future and affect indelibly
the remaining years of his life.
As the man pondered his future, he began to realise that it was not so much what he would
do with his life from now on, but rather how he felt about what had happened, and how he
would allow that feeling to manifest itself through his future actions. He saw clearly that he
could feel totally resentful and angry at what had happened. He could blame God for
deserting him in his time of need. He could feel resentment and anger towards the townsfolk
for pillaging his prize possessions; he could seek revenge and justice against these same
people. This, he thought would at least give him some sense of satisfaction and recompense
for his many losses. Yet, resentment and revenge – were they the only choices he could
make?
As he contemplated such a profound question, he began to take stock of the many things
he still had in his life. He realised that he was still healthy and able-bodied. He was a highly
skilled trader, gifted with much acumen and knowledge of the silk trade. His reputation for
fair dealing was also well known amongst his peers and customers. Much more than this,
however, was the fact that he had the support of his loving partner and children, who were the
apple of his eye.
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Profoundly, thought the rich man, with so many blessings he could rebuild what he had
lost. He knew it would be hard work but that was well within his capabilities. This time he
also understood that he should engage with the townsfolk and allow them to become a part of
the rebuilding process. Perhaps, he thought, they might also be involved somehow in the
ownership of the new project, and he made a mental note to explore this idea later.
With such a determined and renewed outlook, he saw no value in pursuing of any vengeful
actions, nor was he motivated any longer by a need to blame anybody, including God, for
what had happened. Leaving behind any feelings of malice, resentment or revenge, his mind
was free to begin the exciting journey of recreating his life anew.
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